Terms of Use (Conference & Catering)
1. In permitted to use for academic activities, promoting of the institute events or activities
which not contrary to law, morality and government.

2. Applicant must comply with the terms of use.
3. The Institute reserves the right to consider a case.
4. In case, the applicant has caused damage to property and equipment. The
Institutions will charge as well as actual damages have found.
Restriction

1. Students of the Institute
2. Departments of the Institute
3. Staff of the Institute
4. Alumni
5. An Outsider
Charge Exception

1. Students of the Institute have approval of the faculty, department, centre or
section to establish activities related to education, review of the course enroll in
each semester but period of use not more than 3 hours nor up to 21.00 pm or
other activities which approved by the institutions.
2. Faculty, department, centre or section of Institutions has established the event
as a mission of the institute or other activities which approved by the institutions.
3. Staff of the institution has approval of the faculty, department, centre or section
to establish activities related education which non out sources funding but only in
08.30AM – 16.30PM.
Charge Discount (Rent and officer compensation include)

1. Staff of the institution has followed the terms of use.
2. Staff of the institution with an outsider has followed the terms of use.
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3. Alumni with an outsider have activity to raise money support the institution or
other activities which approved by institution.
4. An outsider have activity to raise money support the institution or other activities
which approved by institution.
Terms of Use (NIDA Dormitory)
1. An outsider dose not allows to stays overnight.
Parents, husband or wife limit to stay overnight 2 day.
2. Exchanging key card or room key with the other dose not allows.
3. Alcoholic drinks, party, gambling or illegal activities dose not allows.
4. Smoking dose not allows.
5. Garbage dumping in corridor dose not allows. Please seal and put in the provided place.
6. Garbage, sanitary napkin flushing in sink or bathtub dose not allows.
7. Drying cloths at balcony dose not allows.
8. Drilling, sticking on the wall or door dose not allows. The institute must remove
immediately without prior notice and charge the bill for repairing.
9. Cooking with gas dose not allows. In case, the tenant has caused damage to

property and equipment. The Institutions will charge as well as actual damages
have found.
Foreign student who can not take Thai foods has exception. The institute will charge the
microwave usage.
10. Pet dose not allows.
11. Shoes and belonging dose not allows to place in corridor.
12. Disturbing others with loud noise does not allow.
13. Covering knob dose not allows.
14. Moving the institute belonging out of dormitory without permitted does not allows.
15. Energy save and safety, please turn off and unplug after use.
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*In case, detects and proves any breach of the tenant has caused damage to
property and equipment. The institute will send warning notice at fist and
reserves the right to cancel the contract after twice.
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